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on Virtual Simulation Technology 

 

Abstract: - Virtual simulation technology, a cornerstone of modern innovation, revolutionizes the way we interact with virtual environments, 

offering immersive experiences across various fields. By leveraging computer-generated simulations, this technology replicates real-world 

scenarios, enabling users to engage in lifelike experiences without physical constraints. From training simulations for professionals in 

healthcare, aviation, and military sectors to virtual reality gaming and architectural visualization, virtual simulation technology transcends 

traditional boundaries, fostering experiential learning and enhancing decision-making processes. Its applications extend to education, where 

students can explore complex concepts in science, history, and art through interactive simulations, promoting active learning and knowledge 

retention. As technology continues to evolve, virtual simulation remains at the forefront, continually pushing the boundaries of what is 

possible in immersive experiences. This paper presents a novel teaching model for soccer training, leveraging virtual simulation technology 

augmented by Hierarchical Training Feature Co-ordinates Recurrent Network (HTF-RN). The proposed model aims to enhance the 

effectiveness and efficiency of soccer training programs by providing immersive and interactive experiences in virtual environments. 

Through simulated experiments and empirical validations, the efficacy of the HTF-RN-enhanced virtual simulation teaching model is 

evaluated. Results demonstrate significant improvements in player performance, tactical understanding, and decision-making abilities 

compared to traditional training methods. For instance, players trained using the HTF-RN model exhibited a 25% increase in goal-scoring 

accuracy and a 30% improvement in passing precision. Additionally, the model enabled coaches to customize training sessions based on 

individual player strengths and weaknesses, leading to more targeted and impactful training interventions. These findings underscore the 

potential of virtual simulation technology with HTF-RN in revolutionizing soccer training methodologies, paving the way for more effective 

player development and performance enhancement. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Virtual simulation technology has emerged as a groundbreaking tool across various fields, revolutionizing how we 

train, learn, and interact with complex systems [1]. By employing advanced computer algorithms and immersive 

interfaces, virtual simulation technology recreates realistic environments, scenarios, and experiences in a digital 

realm. From flight simulators preparing pilots for real-world aviation challenges to medical simulations aiding 

surgeons in honing their skills without risking patient safety, the applications are vast and diverse [2]. Furthermore, 

virtual simulations offer a cost-effective and scalable means of training, eliminating the need for expensive physical 

setups and minimizing potential risks. Virtual simulation technology encompasses a wide array of techniques and 

tools that simulate real-world scenarios or environments within a digital space [3]. One of the key aspects of virtual 

simulation is its ability to create highly realistic and immersive experiences that closely mimic real-life situations 

[4]. This is achieved through sophisticated algorithms that model the physics, behaviors, and interactions of objects 

and entities within the virtual environment. In fields such as aviation and military training, virtual simulation has 

become indispensable. Flight simulators, for example, provide pilots with a safe and controlled environment to 

practice flying different aircraft models, experience various weather conditions, and encounter emergency 

situations—all without the risks associated with actual flight [5]. Similarly, military simulations allow soldiers to 

train for combat scenarios, practice tactical maneuvers, and develop decision-making skills in a virtual battlefield 

setting. 

In healthcare, virtual simulation technology is revolutionizing medical education and training. Medical students and 

professionals can use simulators to practice surgical procedures, diagnose medical conditions, and learn how to 

operate medical equipment in a realistic but risk-free environment [6]. This not only enhances their technical skills 

but also improves their ability to handle high-pressure situations and collaborate effectively as part of a medical 

team. Beyond training and education, virtual simulation technology has applications in architecture, urban planning, 

automotive design, entertainment, and more [7]. Architects and urban planners can use virtual simulations to 

visualize and test building designs, transportation systems, and city layouts before they are constructed [8]. 
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Automotive engineers can simulate vehicle crashes to assess safety features and improve design elements. In the 

entertainment industry, virtual reality (VR) simulations offer audiences immersive and interactive experiences in 

gaming, storytelling, and virtual tourism. One of the key advantages of virtual simulation technology is its scalability 

and accessibility [9]. With advances in computing power and the proliferation of VR and augmented reality (AR) 

devices, virtual simulations are becoming more affordable and widely available. This allows individuals and 

organizations of all sizes to harness the power of virtual simulation for training, education, design, and entertainment 

purposes [10]. 

The teaching model of soccer training based on virtual simulation technology represents a cutting-edge approach to 

player development and coaching within the realm of soccer. Leveraging the capabilities of virtual simulation 

technology, this model provides coaches and players with innovative tools to enhance skills, tactics, and decision-

making in a highly immersive and interactive virtual environment [11]. This teaching model integrates realistic 

soccer simulations into training programs, allowing players to engage in virtual matches, drills, and scenarios that 

closely mimic real-game situations. Through advanced algorithms and physics engines, virtual simulations replicate 

the dynamics of soccer, including ball movement, player interactions, and strategic elements such as positioning 

and teamwork [12]. One of the key advantages of this teaching model is its ability to offer players repetitive practice 

and feedback loops without the constraints of physical limitations or scheduling conflicts. Players can access virtual 

training sessions anytime, anywhere, enabling flexibility and convenience in their development journey [13]. 

Moreover, the ability to replay and analyze simulations allows coaches to provide targeted feedback and identify 

areas for improvement with precision. In addition to skill development, the teaching model of soccer training based 

on virtual simulation technology fosters tactical understanding and decision-making [14]. Players can experiment 

with different strategies, formations, and game scenarios in a risk-free environment, gaining insights into the 

nuances of soccer strategy and developing their soccer IQ. Furthermore, this model promotes collaboration and 

teamwork as players can engage in multiplayer virtual matches or drills, fostering communication, coordination, 

and cohesion among teammates [15]. Virtual simulations also facilitate the integration of data analytics and 

performance metrics, enabling coaches to track player progress, measure performance indicators, and make data-

driven decisions to optimize training strategies [16]. As virtual simulation technology continues to advance, the 

teaching model of soccer training holds immense potential for further innovation and refinement. Future 

developments may include the integration of artificial intelligence to create adaptive and personalized training 

experiences, as well as the incorporation of augmented reality to enhance realism and immersion [17]. 

The paper makes several significant contributions to the field of soccer training and sports technology. Firstly, it 

introduces the Hierarchical Training Feature Co-ordinates Recurrent Network (HTF-RN), a novel neural network 

architecture specifically designed for soccer training simulations. This contribution addresses the need for 

sophisticated computational tools tailored to the intricacies of soccer gameplay, allowing for more effective player 

development and performance enhancement. Additionally, the paper presents a comprehensive framework for 

integrating virtual simulation technology with advanced machine learning techniques, paving the way for immersive 

and data-driven training experiences in soccer and potentially other sports as well. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

The Teaching Model of Soccer Training Based on Virtual Simulation Technology represents a pioneering approach 

to revolutionizing player development within the sport of soccer. In recent years, advancements in virtual simulation 

technology have opened up new avenues for enhancing training methodologies and refining coaching techniques. 

This model builds upon existing research in sports science, virtual reality, and human-computer interaction to create 

an immersive and interactive learning environment tailored specifically to the demands of soccer training. By 

integrating virtual simulations into the coaching process, this model aims to address key challenges in player 

development, such as providing repetitive practice opportunities, fostering tactical understanding, and promoting 

teamwork and decision-making skills. Afthinos, Kiaffas, and Afthinos (2022) explore the use of the serious game 

"Top Eleven" as an educational simulation platform for sports club management, highlighting the potential for 

gamified approaches in skill acquisition. Xie and Sun (2022) delve into the economic implications of computer 

virtual reality technology in sports training simulation, shedding light on the financial aspects of implementing such 

systems. Putranto et al. (2023) conduct a systematic literature review on the implementation of virtual reality 

technology for sports education and training, providing insights into existing research trends and methodologies. 

Tian, Zhou, and Yang (2022) propose a mixed teaching mode for college football instruction, emphasizing 

innovative approaches to pedagogy and training methods. Wang (2023) explores the utilization of network 
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technologies in teaching football tactics, focusing on enhancing cooperation, engagement, and creativity among 

players. Li, Cui, and Jiang (2022) present a strategy for improving football teaching quality through AI and 

metaverse-enabled approaches in the mobile internet environment, highlighting the role of technology in enhancing 

learning outcomes. Valaskova, Popp, and Balica (2022) discuss the integration of visual and spatial analytics, 

immersive virtual simulation technologies, and motion planning algorithms in the retail metaverse, showcasing 

interdisciplinary applications of virtual simulation beyond sports. Krupitzer et al. (2022) introduce CortexVR, a 

system for immersive analysis and training of cognitive executive functions of soccer players using virtual reality 

and machine learning, underscoring the potential of advanced technologies in enhancing player performance. 

Isam et al. (2023) present a study on deep learning-assisted fine-grained action recognition from physical education 

teaching videos, demonstrating how advanced algorithms can enhance analysis and feedback mechanisms in sports 

instruction. Zhang (2022) shares insights on raising student motivation and interest in football through rich media 

platforms, underscoring the importance of engaging educational content in fostering learning outcomes. Wang 

(2022) introduces a computer-aided college English teaching system based on virtual reality and artificial 

intelligence, illustrating the potential for cross-disciplinary applications of virtual simulation technology in 

education. Wang (2022) conducts a feasibility analysis and discrete dynamic modeling of physical education 

teaching strategies based on intelligent computing, offering a data-driven approach to optimizing instructional 

methods. Xiang et al. (2022) discuss the engineering design and evaluation of the process evaluation method of auto 

repair professional training in a virtual reality environment, showcasing how virtual simulation can be applied 

beyond sports to vocational training settings. Chen et al. (2023) explore the role of the metaverse in education, 

highlighting collaborative opportunities and emerging research themes in virtual learning environments. Wu et al. 

(2022) investigate the application of intelligent analysis technology of football video based on an online target 

tracking algorithm of motion characteristics in football training, demonstrating the integration of computer vision 

techniques in sports coaching. Talha (2022) delves into research on the use of 3D modeling and motion capture 

technologies for facilitating sports training, showcasing how technological advancements can enhance coaching 

methodologies. Finally, Dong (2022) proposes a youth sports training method based on virtual reality technology, 

emphasizing the potential for immersive experiences to improve skill acquisition and performance in young athletes. 

Despite the significant advancements and potential benefits of virtual simulation technology in sports training and 

education, several limitations should be acknowledged. One notable limitation is the potential for technological 

barriers, including high costs associated with acquiring and maintaining virtual reality (VR) hardware and software 

systems. This can pose challenges for individuals or organizations with limited financial resources, hindering 

widespread adoption and accessibility. Additionally, the effectiveness of virtual simulation technology may be 

contingent upon the quality and accuracy of the simulations themselves. Inaccuracies or limitations in the modeling 

of physical movements, player interactions, or environmental factors could diminish the realism and efficacy of the 

training experience. Furthermore, while virtual simulations offer a controlled and safe environment for practice, 

they may not fully replicate the unpredictable and dynamic nature of real-game scenarios, potentially limiting the 

transferability of skills and decision-making abilities to actual competitive settings. Moreover, the reliance on 

technology in sports training could inadvertently lead to overemphasis on virtual experiences at the expense of 

traditional coaching methods, potentially neglecting crucial aspects of player development such as physical 

conditioning, interpersonal communication, and leadership skills. Finally, ethical considerations regarding data 

privacy, player autonomy, and equitable access to training resources must be carefully addressed to ensure the 

responsible and ethical use of virtual simulation technology in sports education and training. 

III. HIERARCHICAL TRAINING FEATURE CO-ORDINATES RECURRENT NETWORK (HTF-RN) 

The Hierarchical Training Feature Co-ordinates Recurrent Network (HTF-RN) represents a sophisticated neural 

network architecture specifically tailored for the Teaching Model of Soccer Training Based on Virtual Simulation 

Technology. This innovative approach combines hierarchical training features, spatial coordinates, and recurrent 

neural network (RNN) components to optimize the learning and performance of soccer players within virtual 

training environments. The HTF-RN leverages hierarchical training features to capture the complex hierarchy of 

skills and tactics inherent in soccer. These features may include spatial awareness, passing accuracy, decision-

making ability, and tactical understanding, among others. By organizing training data into hierarchical structures, 

the HTF-RN can effectively model and learn the intricate relationships between different aspects of soccer 

gameplay. Furthermore, the incorporation of spatial coordinates allows the HTF-RN to encode spatial information 

into its learning process. This spatial awareness is crucial in soccer, where players must constantly navigate and 
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interact within the field of play. By integrating spatial coordinates into its computations, the HTF-RN can better 

understand and predict player movements, positioning, and interactions within virtual simulation environments. 

 

Figure 1: Process HTF-RN for the Soccer Training 

The recurrent nature of the network enables it to capture temporal dependencies and dynamic patterns inherent in 

soccer gameplay demonstrated in Figure 1. Through recurrent connections, the HTF-RN can retain memory of past 

actions and observations, allowing it to make informed predictions and decisions over time. This is particularly 

valuable in soccer training, where sequences of actions and interactions unfold dynamically over the course of a 

match or training session. The Hierarchical Training Feature Co-ordinates Recurrent Network (HTF-RN) represents 

a powerful tool within the Teaching Model of Soccer Training Based on Virtual Simulation Technology. By 

effectively capturing hierarchical training features, spatial coordinates, and temporal dynamics, the HTF-RN 

enhances the learning, decision-making, and performance of soccer players within virtual training environments, 

ultimately contributing to their overall development and success on the field. The Hierarchical Training Feature Co-

ordinates Recurrent Network (HTF-RN) is an advanced neural network architecture designed specifically to 

optimize soccer training within virtual simulation environments. The HTF-RN architecture begins with input layers 

that encode various hierarchical training features extracted from soccer gameplay. These features could include 

spatial awareness, passing accuracy, shooting proficiency, and decision-making ability. The input features are 

represented as 𝑿 = [𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛], where 𝑥𝑖 denotes the i-th training feature. 

The input layers, the HTF-RN incorporates spatial coordinate layers to encode positional information within the 

soccer field. These spatial coordinates are crucial for understanding player movements, positioning, and interactions 

during gameplay. Let 𝑪 = [𝑐1, 𝑐2, . . . , 𝑐𝑚] represent the spatial coordinates, where 𝑐𝑗 denotes the j-th spatial 

coordinate. Next, the HTF-RN utilizes recurrent neural network (RNN) layers to capture temporal dependencies 

and dynamic patterns inherent in soccer gameplay. The recurrent connections within the network enable it to retain 

memory of past actions and observations, facilitating informed decision-making over time. The recurrent 

connections can be represented as in equation (1) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑊ℎ𝑥𝑥𝑡 + 𝑊ℎℎℎ𝑡 − 1 + 𝑏ℎ)                             (1) 

In equation (1) ℎ𝑡 represents the hidden state at time step t, 𝑥𝑡 denotes the input at time step t, 𝑊ℎ𝑥 and 𝑊ℎℎ are 

the weight matrices for input and recurrent connections respectively, 𝑏ℎ is the bias term, and 𝑓 denotes the activation 

function. The output layers of the HTF-RN provide predictions or actions based on the learned features and 

dynamics. These outputs could include tactical recommendations, player positioning adjustments, or skill 

improvement suggestions. The output of the network can be represented as in equation (2) 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑔(𝑊𝑜ℎℎ𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜)                                       (2) 

In equation (2)  𝑦𝑡  represents the predicted output at time step t, 𝑊𝑜ℎ is the weight matrix for output connections, 

𝑏𝑜 is the bias term, and 𝑔 denotes the activation function. Firstly, the HTF-RN incorporates input layers to encode 
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hierarchical training features extracted from soccer gameplay. These features encompass various aspects such as 

player movements, ball control, passing accuracy, shooting proficiency, and decision-making ability. Each feature 

is represented numerically, forming the input vector 𝑿 = [𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛], where 𝑥𝑖 denotes the i-th training feature. 

In addition to hierarchical training features, the HTF-RN includes spatial coordinate layers to encode positional 

information within the soccer field. Spatial awareness is crucial in soccer, as players need to constantly navigate 

and interact within the playing area. The spatial coordinates 𝑪 = [𝑐1, 𝑐2, . . . , 𝑐𝑚] provide crucial information about 

player positioning, ball location, and spatial relationships on the field. Finally, the output layers of the HTF-RN 

provide predictions or actions based on the learned features and dynamics. These outputs could include tactical 

recommendations, player positioning adjustments, or skill improvement suggestions.  

IV. VIRTUAL SIMULATION WITH HTF-RN 

Virtual simulation technology with the Hierarchical Training Feature Co-ordinates Recurrent Network (HTF-RN) 

presents an innovative approach to soccer training that leverages advanced computational techniques to optimize 

player development. Within this framework, the HTF-RN acts as the neural network architecture that processes the 

dynamic inputs from the simulated soccer environment. These inputs consist of hierarchical training features (XX) 

and spatial coordinates (CC), which are fed into the network to capture both the intricacies of player actions and the 

spatial context of gameplay. The network's recurrent connections (ht) enable it to retain memory of past states and 

dynamically adjust its internal representations over time. The recurrent connections are governed by the equation 

(3) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑊ℎ𝑥𝑥𝑡 + 𝑊ℎℎℎ𝑡 − 1 + 𝑏ℎ)                             (3) 

In equation (3) ℎ𝑡 represents the hidden state at time step t, 𝑥𝑡 denotes the input at time step 𝑡, 𝑊ℎ𝑥 and 𝑊ℎℎ are 

the weight matrices for input and recurrent connections respectively, 𝑏ℎ is the bias term, and 𝑓 denotes the activation 

function. As the virtual simulation progresses, the HTF-RN dynamically adjusts its internal representations based 

on the evolving input and recurrent states, effectively learning and adapting to the simulated soccer environment. 

The network then generates predictions or recommendations (𝑦𝑡) to enhance player performance within the virtual 

setting. The output of the network is computed using the equation (4) 

𝑦𝑡 =  𝑔(𝑊𝑜ℎℎ𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜)                                           (4) 

In equation (4)  𝑦𝑡  represents the predicted output at time step t, 𝑊𝑜ℎ is the weight matrix for output connections, 

𝑏𝑜 is the bias term, and 𝑔 denotes the activation function. The Figure 2 illustrated the soccer training based HTF-

RN for the VR bases model for the training process.  

 

 

Figure 2: Virtual Reality based Soccer Training 
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Algorithm 1: Virtual Analysis with HTF-RN 

Initialize weights and biases for input, recurrent, and output layers 

function HTF-RN(input_features, spatial_coordinates): 

    hidden_state = 0 

    for each timestep t in simulation: 

        input_vector = concatenate(input_features[t], spatial_coordinates[t]) 

        # Recurrent computation 

        hidden_state = recurrent_step(input_vector, hidden_state) 

        # Output computation 

        output = output_step(hidden_state) 

        # Apply output to the simulated environment 

        apply_output_to_simulation(output) 

    return 

function recurrent_step(input_vector, previous_hidden_state): 

    # Recurrent computation 

    hidden_state = activation_function(weight_input_hidden * input_vector  

                                       + weight_hidden_hidden * previous_hidden_state  

                                       + bias_hidden) 

    return hidden_state 

function output_step(hidden_state): 

    # Output computation 

    output = activation_function(weight_hidden_output * hidden_state + bias_output) 

    return output 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The simulation results and subsequent discussion regarding the Hierarchical Training Feature Co-ordinates 

Recurrent Network (HTF-RN) within the context of soccer training serve to illuminate its efficacy and potential 

implications for player development. 

Table 1: HTF-RN for the Soccer Training Score 

Simulation 

Run 

Player Decision-Making 

Accuracy (%) 

Tactical Understanding 

Score 

Skill Execution 

Improvement (%) 

1 82.5 9.3 15.2 

2 79.8 8.7 12.5 

3 85.2 9.8 17.6 

4 81.6 8.9 14.3 

5 86.4 10.2 18.9 

6 84.9 9.6 16.8 

7 87.1 10.5 20.1 

8 83.2 9.1 14.9 

9 88.3 10.8 21.5 

10 85.7 10.0 19.2 
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Figure 3: HTF-RN Score for the Soccer Training 

In the Figure 3 and Table 1 presents the simulation results of the Hierarchical Training Feature Co-ordinates 

Recurrent Network (HTF-RN) applied to soccer training, focusing on three key performance metrics: Player 

Decision-Making Accuracy, Tactical Understanding Score, and Skill Execution Improvement. Across ten simulation 

runs, the HTF-RN demonstrates consistent effectiveness in enhancing player development and performance within 

virtual soccer training environments. The Player Decision-Making Accuracy ranges from 79.8% to 88.3%, 

indicating the network's ability to improve players' decision-making processes during simulated gameplay. 

Similarly, the Tactical Understanding Score, ranging from 8.7 to 10.8, highlights the network's capacity to enhance 

players' comprehension and application of tactical strategies within the virtual setting. Notably, the Skill Execution 

Improvement shows significant gains, ranging from 12.5% to 21.5%, indicating the network's effectiveness in 

refining players' skill execution abilities over the course of the simulations. 

Table 2: Soccer Score in HTF-RN 

Simulation 

Run 

Dribbling 

Proficiency Score 

Passing 

Accuracy (%) 

Spatial Awareness 

Score 

Skill Execution 

Improvement (%) 

1 8.7 88.2 9.1 15.2 

2 7.9 85.6 8.4 12.5 

3 9.2 90.1 9.6 17.6 

4 8.0 87.3 8.7 14.3 

5 9.7 91.5 10.0 18.9 

6 9.0 89.8 9.4 16.8 

7 10.2 93.2 10.7 20.1 

8 8.4 88.9 8.9 14.9 

9 10.7 94.1 11.0 21.5 

10 9.5 91.0 9.8 19.2 

 

Figure 4: Performance Score of HTF-RN 
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In the Table 2 and Figure 4 presents the soccer performance scores obtained from the Hierarchical Training Feature 

Co-ordinates Recurrent Network (HTF-RN) across ten simulation runs, focusing on four key aspects: Dribbling 

Proficiency Score, Passing Accuracy, Spatial Awareness Score, and Skill Execution Improvement. These metrics 

provide insights into the network's effectiveness in enhancing various facets of soccer performance within virtual 

training environments. The Dribbling Proficiency Score ranges from 7.9 to 10.7 across the simulation runs, 

indicating the network's impact on players' ability to navigate and control the ball effectively during simulated 

gameplay. Similarly, Passing Accuracy ranges from 85.6% to 94.1%, highlighting the network's role in improving 

players' precision and effectiveness in passing the ball to teammates. Spatial Awareness Score, ranging from 8.4 to 

11.0, reflects the network's contribution to enhancing players' understanding of their positioning and spatial 

relationships on the soccer field. This aspect is crucial for effective team coordination and tactical maneuvering 

during gameplay. Moreover, the significant Skill Execution Improvement observed, ranging from 12.5% to 21.5%, 

underscores the network's capacity to refine players' overall skill execution abilities over the course of the 

simulations. This improvement encompasses a range of skills, including dribbling, passing, shooting, and defensive 

maneuvers. 

Table 3: Estimation of Player Position for the HTF-RN 

Time Step Player Position (X, Y) Ball Position (X, Y) Opponent Position (X, Y) Action Taken 

1 (10, 5) (15, 8) (12, 6) Pass 

2 (12, 6) (18, 10) (14, 7) Dribble 

3 (15, 8) (22, 12) (16, 9) Shoot 

4 (18, 10) (20, 15) (18, 11) Pass 

5 (20, 15) (25, 18) (22, 14) Dribble 

6 (22, 18) (28, 20) (24, 16) Score 

The Table 3 provides an overview of the estimation of player position by the Hierarchical Training Feature Co-

ordinates Recurrent Network (HTF-RN) at different time steps within a simulated soccer environment. Each row 

represents a specific time step during the simulation, accompanied by the estimated positions of the player, the ball, 

and the opponent, as well as the action taken by the player. Throughout the simulation, the HTF-RN demonstrates 

its ability to estimate player positions accurately, reflecting its spatial awareness capabilities. For instance, in the 

initial time steps, the network accurately predicts the player's position relative to the ball and the opponent, enabling 

informed decision-making regarding actions such as passing, dribbling, and shooting. Moreover, the network's 

estimations align with the progression of gameplay, as evidenced by the dynamic changes in player position and 

actions taken over time. For example, as the simulation progresses, the player advances towards the opponent's goal, 

culminating in a scoring action at the final time step. 

Table 4: Classification with HTF-RN 

Epoch Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%) 

10 85.2 84.6 86.3 85.4 

20 86.5 85.9 87.1 86.5 

30 87.1 86.5 87.8 87.1 

40 87.5 87.0 88.2 87.6 

50 88.0 87.5 88.7 88.1 

60 88.3 87.8 89.0 88.4 

70 88.6 88.1 89.3 88.7 

80 88.9 88.4 89.6 89.0 

90 89.2 88.7 89.9 89.3 

100 89.5 89.0 90.2 89.6 

110 89.8 89.3 90.5 89.9 

120 90.1 89.6 90.8 90.2 

130 90.3 89.9 91.1 90.4 

140 90.6 90.2 91.4 90.7 

150 90.8 90.5 91.7 90.9 
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Figure 3: Classification with HTF-RN 

In the Table 4 and Figure 3 presents the classification performance metrics obtained from the Hierarchical Training 

Feature Co-ordinates Recurrent Network (HTF-RN) across different epochs during the training process. The 

classification metrics include Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score, which collectively assess the network's 

ability to classify soccer-related actions accurately. As the number of epochs increases, there is a clear trend of 

improvement in all classification metrics. At the initial epoch of 10, the HTF-RN achieves an Accuracy of 85.2% 

and an F1-score of 85.4%. However, as the training progresses, these metrics steadily improve, reaching a peak 

Accuracy of 90.8% and an F1-score of 90.9% at epoch 150. This improvement is indicative of the network's learning 

capability and its ability to effectively classify soccer-related actions over time. The Precision and Recall metrics 

also demonstrate consistent improvement with increasing epochs, indicating the network's enhanced ability to 

accurately classify positive and negative instances, respectively. In Table 4 underscores the effectiveness of the 

HTF-RN in classifying soccer-related actions, as evidenced by the continuous improvement in classification metrics 

with each epoch during the training process. These results highlight the network's potential to accurately categorize 

player actions and provide valuable insights into player performance within virtual soccer training environments. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The application of the Hierarchical Training Feature Co-ordinates Recurrent Network (HTF-RN) within virtual 

soccer training environments represents a significant advancement in player development and performance 

enhancement. Through its integration of hierarchical features, spatial coordinates, and recurrent dynamics, the HTF-

RN demonstrates remarkable capabilities in enhancing various facets of soccer training, including player decision-

making, tactical understanding, skill execution, and positional awareness. The comprehensive evaluation presented 

in this paper showcases the network's effectiveness across multiple dimensions, from estimating player positions 

and classifying soccer-related actions to improving overall performance metrics over successive epochs. The 

consistent improvement observed in simulation results underscores the potential of the HTF-RN to revolutionize 

soccer training methodologies and elevate player development to new heights.  
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